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see Computers, page 16
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the
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. What~ Up at UMR
7:00pm Chi EpsilonlASCE Err Review Session/

Tuesday

7:30pm Lutheran Bible Class

7:00am Muslim Student Association Metting!

2:30pm

8:00pm St. Pat's Commiuee
SlUeO

SPRING BREAK

Friday

Lawyer/Walnut

5:00pm Student Activity Fee Board/Walnut

Next
Wednesday

UMR golf. Central Missouri Tournament, time to
be announced

SPRING BREAK

6:00pm SpelW\ker's Club 204 Mcnutt Randy at
341-7330

UMR softball. MlAA Intra-Divisiona l Play, time

graduates who have successfully completed their

demic year need analysis fonn (Free Application

college sophomore year will be eligible for the
award.

Slep

ceive and complete. The need analysis form must

Applications and Refercncefonns available in the

be completed to detennine a students eligibility

Student Financial Aid Office.

for the Federal Pell Grant, (for Missouri Residents

Application Deadline Is April 15, 1993.
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W
forh
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Fede~l

Student Aid) is now available to re-

WINTER 93 MISSOURI IDGHER EDUCA·
TION

Federal College Wort. Study Program.

SCHOLARSHIP CHECKS ARE HEREI

First priority for the 1993-94 academic year will

The Winter93 "Bright Right check are now avail-

ACADEMIC

(BRIGHT

form is received by the processing center by

9:00pm Newman Mass

3:00pm Gaming Association Gaming Session!

March 31, 1993.

go to the Cashier's office, Cashier's bours are

The need analysis fonn can be rece.ived outside

from 8:15 a. m. to 3:15 p. m.

Noday

G-I Parim Hall.

Saturday

r

THE MJD.WEST CONCRETE INDUSTRY
BOARD EDUCATIONAL FUND

DR.

The MCIB Educational Fund was established to

for the conference is $60 per person. For more

ERNFST E. JUST SCHOLARSHIP PRo..

provide fmancial assistance to college engineer-

infonnation call 341-413S.

GRAM

Society for Engineering Education. Registration

7:00pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtgs.,G-3 ChemEng

used

Simo

the front door of the Student Fmancial Aid Office,

28th Annual Midwest Conference of the American

7:00pm Show-me Arume/212 McNutt

Afle

Hall. If you are a '''Bright Flight" recipient, please

Walnut

ing/ Maramec

C

FUGHTJ

be given to those students whose need analysis .able in the Cashier' s office, basement of Padter

6:00pm lnter-Val$ity Olristian Fellowship Meet-

7:00pm College Republicans 204 H.S.5.

curricular activities pertaining to science. Under-

wishes to inform students that the 1993-94 aca-

Federal Stafford Loan (subsidized and unsub-

6:30pm AQSOC!201 Eng. Mgt.

7:00pm Eta Kappa Nu Help Session/213 EE

he Admissions/Student Financial Aid Office

.idized) the Federal PLUSiSLS Loan. and the

1:30pm Muslim Student Association

7:00pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg./139 O\E

award is based upon academic record and extra-

7 :00pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg./139 O\E

7 :00pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtgs./G-3 ChemEng

6:30pm American Society of Civil Engineers

Louis African-American studying ~ience: The

AVAILABLE

only), Federal perkins Loan, University Loans,

OM Volunteer Spirit Award Applications Due
6:15pm Blue Key Mtg.!216ME

students: The prefemd recipient will be a St.

1993-94 NEED ANALYSIS FORM NOW

4 :30pm TNTS MeetingJUniversity Center East

to be announced; at Joplin.

6:00pm Eta Kappa Nu Mtg./l03 EE

Mtg./ll4CE

The Just Scholarship is open to S1. Louis area

Financial Aid

Intramun.1 Managed Mtg.

Missouri

honor of noted scientist Dr. Ernest E. Just.

7:00pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mtg.!WaLnut

1l4CE

MISSOURI

BOTANICAL

GARDEN

The Missouri Botanical Garden will award
Wednesday, March 31. Harry W.L. Porth Distin-

UMR golf, Central Missouri Tournament, time to

guished lecture. George C. Campbell Jr., ''Vi-

be announced., at Warrensburg

sions of Engineering Education in Century D," 7

I

SSOOO renewable college scholarship in 1993 in

see Aid, page 16
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p.m., Le8C~ Theatre, CastlCT-an Hall. Admission

7:30pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg• ./139 ChenlEng

UMR softball, MlAA Intra-Divisional Play,.time

is free but tickets are required. For more infonna-

S:OOpm Kappa Kappa Psi Meeting

to be announced, at Joplin .

tion call 341-4135.

9;OOpm Newman Mass

Shov.rmeacon/UCE India Assoc. Movie Night

Need to do something to relieve some stress?
Want to learn how to shoot a gWl safely? Come

12:OOpm UMR BasebaU vs. Lincoln·Double

join the UMR Tnop and Skeet Cub in T·2 (the

Header

white building behind the library) at 3:30 every

Thursday

Friday and see what we're an about. You don
have to have your own gun.

Can Jeffrey W.

11:30am C ivil Engineering Graduate Seminar,

1:OOpm UMR outdoor track, Southwest Missouri

Spencer at 341-8420 or Jim David at 364-S684 for

David Richardson, ~nnination of AASlqO

State, at Springfield.

more infonnation. Everyone welcome!

Layer and Drainage Coefficients for Pavement
Design," 114 Civil Engineering

Prueal.trallon, APRIL 19-23

Sunday

12:30pm Newman Scripture

semesters will be April 19 through April 23. Stu·

SPRING BREAK

dents should obtain theirpre~gistration materials

UMR golf, Central Missouri Tournament, time to

fice starting April 15th.

be announced, at Warrensburg

regarding preregistration will be found in the front

1:30pm UMR Baseball, Central Missouri State
University, at Warrensburg

Preregistration for the 1993 Summer and FaU

and schedule of classes from the Registrar's Of

1:30pm Adult Child",n of Alcoholi cs MtS.!201

Detailed information

section of the Fall Schedule of Classes.

Norwood

Showmeaoon/UCE

CAPS reports will be om on April 9, 1993, with

3:00pm UMR Softball \'s. Doane

Geological Society of America

mentby April 13th. If you are considering chang-

4:45pm Toastmasteno Mtg.Missouri

1:00pm UMR Baseball vs. Lincoln

application available in the Registrar' s Office by

6: ISpm ASEMIIIE MtS./204 McNutt

3:00pm

copies available through your advising depart.

ing majors, please complete the major change

April I, 1993, to ensure that the correct departU~fR

softball, Westminster College, at

ment will receive your CAPS report in time for

Fulton

preregistration.

5:00pm Student Mass

Summer Employment: Indian Springs !.odse is

6:30pm BSU Worship

6:30pm Alpha Phi Omega Mts/Mark Twain

now taking applications for summercmployment,
6:30pm Voices of lnspirationffJ South

6:30pm IFC Presidents' MWing/216 ME

located approximately 30 minutes from RoUa.
Various pa.ition' available. such as canoe and raft.

wort. &rowdi. houukeeping, Itore staff. etc... A
6:30pm Hang Glidin& Cub Mwing

Monday

7:00pm Independ."..,,117 CE

SPRING BREAK

7:00pm Down 10 Earth Mecting/210 MeN...

Geological Society of America

seuon commitment from

~id-Ma)' throueh la-

bor Day is required and reliable tnnsponalion a
must. ...... ible c:amper-cabin "yle lod,in& may be

available 10 a few. Call for application at S()()'392·
1110.
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"Who is more important"
Dear Editor,
I would like to express my gratitude and compliments for the article on
March 10, entitled "St. Patrick is who?". It was a very interesting and timely
article, with some good historical information about St. Pat.
Does it seem odd to anyone else, that we at UMR get 2 days off to
"celebrate" St. Patrick's day, but don't get any time off at Easter?
Sure,
Patrick is known as the "Patron saint of engineers"; but who gave him
that
title? Why, the Catholic Church! While many of us may disagree
with
Catholic theology, all must concede that had there been no Jesus Christ,
there
would be no Catholic Church. And hence no "patron saints" of engineerin
g
or anything else.
Even more importantly, the author of the article pointed out an important
fact. St Pat was committed to Jesus Christ, and HE was the reason Patrick
accomplished the things he did. Had there been no Jesus Christ, and
had
Patrick not put his trust in HIM, you would have never heard of St. Pat or
celebrated his day.
Given the raucous "celebrations" that are typical of a UMR St. Pat's
weekend, it doesn't even bring honorto St. Pat or what he stood for, namely,
Jesus Christ. Where are our priorities?
I can almost anticipate the response of some readers: "What do we need
with Jesus, anyway?" Wednesday night, March 10, my neighbor had a
large
rock heaved through his car window by someone, apparently, inebriated
from
too much "celebrating". We recall to mind the words of that famous Prophet,
"in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you" (Matthew
7:12). Maybe there are a few things we still need to learn from Jesus Christ.
Jon Tandy
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near Editor:

Dear Editor,
During the March, UMR is having
a Women's Issues Month, something
that is needed on this campus. Perhaps
as part of this event we should expose
some of the maltreatment to which
women students, women faculty
members;and women employees have
been subjected. I will open this discussion with an example of which I am
personally aware.
Several years ago, I was teaching a
laboratory course. One of the women
students failed to come to the weekly
laboratory session for 3 or 4 weeks. I
ask the class if they knew where she
was. No one seemed to know whether
she was ill or why she hadn't been
present. A few days later she came to
see me. She said,"1 want to finish the
laboratory course so that I can leave
the Department". She was in an obviously stressed mental state.
I said, "Why this sudden decision?"
She said, "Professor___ told
me that the only job opportunities
were in his area of specialization or in
laboratory work".
I said,'1fhe told you that, he is not
telling you the truth. In the previous
year or two, 2 women have obtained
positions with Alcoa in Evansville,

'

" ..... ", ,". "

I cringed when I read the Down to Earth article on meat co~sumption a
few
weeks back. Why? Because, as a begetarian, I felt misrepresented. The
replies
in last week's Minercon fmnedmy fears. The article, "Beef destroys our
planet,"
did a poor job of explaining ecovegetarianism.
I have been a vegetarian since May 12, 1992. I made the decision after
two
Indiana and Davenport, Iowa in areas ye,ars of thought and research on the subject. I believe my
choice is something
other than the area of specialization of w~ich has improved my life and possibly the life of those around
me. Aside from
Professor___ ." I gave her an ex- religion, there are three reasons most people become
vegetarians:
tensive 4-color brochure from one of
I. The "Respect Life" vegetarian does not choose to eat meat because
they
the professional societies to 'demon- feel that eating meat kills a harmless animal with feelings.
Think: Would you
strate the opportunities available t'o eat your dog or cat? How is that different from a cow or
pig? Could you stand
her.
to kill your own dog or cat with your bare hands? ("Humans aren't
the only
The student was adverse to any species on earth - we just act like it")
2. The "Healthy" vegetarian does not eat meat because of its potential harm.
support on my part. To make up the
missed laboratory periods, I arranged Heart disease and colon cancer are almost exclusive to meat diets. A human
for her to work in the laboratory to is not built to eat meat although we can tolerate meaL (How many monkeys eat
complete the experiments. I spent 3 or steak?) The new federally approved food group system places meat at 10% or
less of one's daily diet.
4 afternoon helping her.
I discussed this incident with the Meat is not needed for protein as many falsely believe.
3. The "Eco" vegetarian views the current trend of meat production
chairman whose comment when told
as
harmful to the environment. 20 pounds of grain produce I pound of meat.
the Department the student was transThe
same
amount
of
nutrition in I pound of meat can be found in 2 pounds of grain.
ferring to was, "There is a lot of laboratory work in that discipline ." I That means 10 times more pesticide and tiUed land is being used than would
be necessary if meat were not eaten. Already, pesticides are creating
talked wiih the Chancellor whose
"super"
comment was,"She must have misun- bugs which are resistant to many chemicals. This is not science fiction.
Countless gallons of water are used to water animals and irrigate fields.
derstood Professor_ __
This deThis student has graduated, She pletes the underground water supply. Each animal excretes its own "toxic waste"
has given very little during the fund (a reason behind Arkansas' poor environmental record) not to mention the
drives sponsored by the Alumni Of- methane every cow gives off. Also, seafood production has ruined many of the
fice.
. ecosyste~ns of the oceans and waterways of the world,
These are facts my research i)as uncovered.
Yours truly,

. 1

H. P. Leighly, Jr.
Professor of Metallurgical Engineering

I have seen them documented numerous times. If you don't trust me, I would
suggest reading the landmark book, Diet for a Small Plan.£ The UMR
libiary
has it as well as a number of other books which tell the facts of vegetarian
ism.
Eating meat is neither a social requirement nor a physical necessity, and reducing
the consumption of meat is an easy and positive step towards slowing
the
deterioration of fragile ecology.
0
"

'

Dear Editor,
I have never written to the Missouri Miner before because I try to
keep and open mind and remember
that this is only a campus paper by the
students for the students, but after the
March 3rd issue, I felt compelled to
express my views on Mr. Stork's
childish antics. Last semester there
' were illustrations of people' smoking
joints'. The fust time this appeared, it
could have been looked upon as poor
judgement in tastes or as a joke by
providing the readers with something
completely different. So far this
semester:

FEB 10, a 'joint' on the front page
FEB 24, a man snorting 'coke'
MAR 3, man with 'joint' covering
1/4 of the page

That's 3 out of7 issues this semes' ter. I find the drug glorification extremely offensive and prefer my student activity fee spent on something
else other than supporting Mr. Stork's
immaturity or possibly his drug habit.
I would also like to know why you (the
editor) permit this considering the fact
that the Miner frequently runs "Drinking and Driving" ads. Two o£.tj1e three
issues had the ad appear on the following page after Mr. Stork's illustra"iions.
Response: I often wonder if the
people who critique cartoons have
little to occupy their lives, if anything
at all. Cartoons are meant as lighted
hearted humor, not as something
which should be taken seriously. If
someone wishes to criucize my
choices of artwork,"pleas~ pay attention to the meaning of the cartoon
rather than just seeing something you
don't like on the page and running out
to complain.
For instance, my comic which you
call "a man snorting coke" deals with
a baseball player (Steve Howe) who
has been suspended seven different
times for cocaine abuse and is reinstated with a $10 Million contract,
,which shows that MLB is more concerned with winning than projecting a good image to the youth of
America. On another occasion I drew
a cartoon dealing with a 40 year old
NBA player who was arrested for
posession of marijuana, which I
thought was rather humorous.
If you would wish to critique
my work that is fine. But please know
what you are talking about before you
choose to do so. I also receive many
compliments from people who enjoy
my work and take it in a humorous
fashion. To thosepeopiel say THANK
YOU! A sense of humor is a wonderful
thing.
Mr. St~rk

I "U~UI'

In'u,:,

UMR professor promotes earth sciences Rock and mineral aution
"This book serves to raise the
level of awareness of earth sciences at
the congressional level and in the
media in general," says Hatheway,
who chaired one ofthe 21 subcommittees providing basic authorship of the
346-page hardbound book.
Hatheway was responsible for
summarizing the status of earth sciences as applied to land use and geological engineering. He was assisted
by five members of the Association of
Eng ineering Geologists (AEG) .
Hatheway was president of AEG in
1985.
The KeckFoundation, established
by the founder of Superior Oil Co. in

News Services
SOUR CE

ROLLA, Mo. - Dr. Allen W.
Hatheway, a professor of geological
engineering at the University of Missouri-Rolla, is one of the authors of
"Solid-Earth Sciences and Society: A
Critical Assessment." The book was
published recently by The National
Academy of Science Press.

1..

News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - A rock and mineral auction will be held at 4 p.m.
Sunday, March 28, in Centennial Hall
of the University Center-East at the
University of Missouri-Rolla. The
auction is being held as part of the
Geological Society of America meeting that begin~ Monday, march 29 on
campus. The event also includes a
children' s auction.

Students, professors, amateur
mineral collectors and professional
rock dealers throughout Missouri have
the opportunity to attend the auction.
Students in the UMR geology and
geophysics department ' s student
chapter of the Dake Geological Society will coordinate the event.
Registration for persons interested
in selling items begins at I p.m. that
day in Centennial Hall, University
Center-East.
UMR' s student chapter of the
Dake Geological Society receives IS
percent of all transactions during the
auction.

iI
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Students aid~~Y'~~!'~"~:~~W~Y~~"~prof:~f~ Queen and her court
News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - Students in the
packaging engineering program at the
University of Missouri-Rolla are helping a Rolla busines~ owner revamp the
packaging of her specialty breading
mix.
Maureen "Mo" Skaggs of Rolla,
owner ofMo' s Mix Season-All Coating Mix, began the business in her
I

Karsch's, Piggly Wiggly, Do-Drop-In
and Callen' s Market in Rolla. She
soon expanded and now is selling the
product in Wal-Mart Super Centers in
Jefferson City, Rolla, Sullivan, Wash'ington and Kansas City, Mo., and at
Bass Pro Outdoor World in Springfield , Mo.
As the markets for her product
expanded, Skaggs decided to improve
the design of her packaging in order to
accommodate orders for different
qU/llltities of the mix and to customize
packaging for different market segments . She turned to Dr. Gerald

gineering management at UMR and
head of the engineering management
department's packaging program , for
assistance.
Greenway turned her request into
an assignment for students in his Packaging Systems Design course, and the
students are now developfug a new
packaging strategy for Skaggs, as well
as a plan to help her expand production.
To arrange an interview with
Skaggs or Greenway, contact Andrew
Car,eaga at UMR!"'ews SeI:Vices, (3.14)"
341-4328.
'"'-"-'J "'''' 1'1
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Third runner-up: Angie Herzog of
Hannibal, Mo., a sophomore in civil
News Services
engineering, daughter of Cheryl HerSOURCE
zog, nominated by Inter-Fraternity
Council.
Fourth runner-up: Lena TsoulRolla,
Mo .
Deanna fl!!li!fu of Rolla, Mo ., a senior in
Wohlgemuth of St. Charles, Mo., a chemical engineering, daughter of
freshman in engineering at the Univer- Nick and Zizeta Tsoulfanidis, nomisity of Missouri-Rolla, has been cho- . nated by Alpha Epsilon Pi.
sen the 1993 Queen of Love and
The names of the queen and her
Beauty for the 85th annual St. Pat'~ court were announced at formal corocelebration at UMR., .
nation ceremonies at 9 p.m. Friday,
Wohlgemuth is the daughter of March 12, in U.M~' ~ Gals Bullp1.lIR
1
Tom and.Alice Wohlg~mu,t~.< She was Multi-Purpose BUilding. Th-e queen
nominated by l:ambda Cm ~Ipha .
received her crown from Sl Pat,
The for women chosen as mem- Shawn Craig.
bers of the queen' s court are:
Other members of the Queen' s
First runner-up: Melissa Ann Court include: queen 's pages, Melissa
Kuenzel of Washington, Mo., a senior Mullin, daughter of Mark and Joan
in chemical engineering, daughter of Mullin of Rolla; Meredith Flint,
Jerry and Donna Kuenzel, nominated daughter of Lori and Dan Flint of
by SigmaNu.
Rolla; flower girl, Cassandra Sl Onge,
Second runner-up: Christi Rives daughter of Kelly and Charles St.
of Lake Ozarks, Mo., a freshman in Onge of Sl Louis County; and crown
engineering, daughter of Steve Rives, bearer, Bradley Winter, son of Ben and
nominated by Kappa Sigma.
Brenda Winter of Canton, Mich.
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Dr. Campbell to give lecture
News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. Dr. George
Campbell Jr. , president of the National
Action Council for Minorities in Engineering Inc., will deliver the 199 3
Harry W. L. Porth Distinguished Lecture Wednesday , March 31 , at the
University of Missouri-Roll a.
Campbell ' s lecture will open the
American Society for Engineering
Education's Midwest Section meeting

to be held March 3 I-April 2 at UMR . !
Campbell' s speech, titled " Visions of Engineering Education in
Century II" to commemorate ASEE's
l OOth anniversary , begins at 7 p.m. in
Leach Theater of Castleman Hall . The
lecture is free and open to the pUblic,
but tickets are required for admiss ion
of those not attending the ASEE conference.
Tickets, two per person, may be
picked up at the ticket office in UMR 's
University Center-West. For more
information call 34 1-42 19.
NACME is a non-profi t corporation designed to help minorities gain
more access to science and engineer-

ing careers. N ACME conducts research, operates pre-college enrichment programs , prov ides grants and

publishes educational materials. Its
incentive grants program is America's
largest private scholarship fund for
minority engineering students.
Campbell holds a Ph.D. in theoretical physics from Syracuse University and a bachelor of science degree in
physics from Drexel University . He
has conducted research in theoretical
high energy physics and magnetospheric , and is on a number of national
Advisory Boards and the American
Academy for the Advancement of
Science' s Committee on Science,
Engineering and Public Policy.
The ASEE conference, called
Brett SaunIer
"Engineering Education: Visions of
Century II," will feature more than 80 Deanna Wohlgemuth, representing Lambda Chi Alpha Fraterpresentations on ;._sues related to engi- nity, w as named the 1993 St. Pat's Queen of L<,>ve and Beauty.
neering cducat;en.
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Eye on Campus

\1

Student
Council
SOURCE

The Associated Students of the
University of Missouri (ASUM) is
corre~tly dubbed as "the student voice
in the state government." ASUM focuses on lobbying in Jefferson City
and Washington D.C. for scholarships, university funding, and several
other issues that are beneficial to the
University of Missouri system. In
Rolla. we have two interns lobbying
specifically for our campus. ASUM is
an excellent entry into the political
process by allowing students to shape
the future of our university. We are
open to all interested students; just
stop by our office in 212 UC-West or
call 34 f -4970.
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The UMR Juggling Club is an
. active group of friendly jugglers who
.'
- .
.
njoy practicing."tltis art form.
Beginjoers are- always welcomed into the
lub and members I!fe willing to teach
~ggling to anyone who wishes to
earn. Juggling improves eye-hand
jeoordination and relieves stress. But
imost of all, juggling is fun! Coordinaion is not a prerequisite. Anyone with
Javerage eye-hand coordination can
earn to juggle. It does not involve
ightrting quick reflexes but does re. an
. dlots 0 f
~uire a few hours 0 f pracuce
1,,-- (everyone d
I
!",ops
oes a ot 0 f th)
at .
m.;.
. h0 Id meetmgs
.
1 ,,';s Spring we will
!Tuesday and Thursday nights at 9:30
·
RecreatlOn
. BUI'Id'
!pm at the M mer
mg.
Dues are $5 each year. Members are
!encouraged to use Softclubs at the
tn.,'
'
t0 'uggle
r··eeungs
wh
en i earrung
J
clubs and may check them out for short
'ods f '
M be are also
pen
0
tune.
em rs
. d
.
.
I' C t'vals in
invite to vanous
Jugg mg ,es 1
.
. d
b
Mlssoun an near y states, In the
past, we have entertained for many
schools and nursing homes. This
Spring we are performing for a reading
program for small children and also
for the Truman Elementary School.

IEEE is the Electrical Engineering organization at UMR. Members
range from graduate and undergraduate EE students to non-EE freshmen
and sophomores with an interest in this
field. Membership dues are $14.00 for
a semester and $28.00 for 3 full year
and forms will be available at the EE
building forthe fust two months of the
semester. The club typically meets on
certain Tuesdays at 7:00 p.m. in Room
117 of the Civil Engineering Building.
The club offers opportunities to participate in technical projects within the
department and also joint projects
with other organizations (i.e. The So·
lar Car Project). We will feature outstanding speakers from both small and
large comparties across the country.
Membership in the student branch of
IEEE is looked highly upon by all
employers.
Tentative Meeting Schedule:
April 5
April 20
May 4-0fficer Elections
Contacts:' ,.,'
. , .. '." •
John
' 'Fie'rkl(Pi-e~ident) 368-4344
Jamar Neal (Vice-President) 3641490

Dr. Hardy Pottinger (Advisor) 3644511

Down to Earth
Down to
Earth
SOURCE
The Down to Earth organization
allows anyone in the group to submit
an article to the Miner expressing his!
her views. We want to emphasize the
point that these articles do not reflect
the views of everyone in the group.
Our purpose is to promote conservaiion, recycling, and environmental
awareness . Whether it be on the local
or global scale, we feel every little bit
counts. Just keeping track of previous
articles,you will note that the emphasis are on overall environmental
awareness and individual action; what
individuals may do to contribute, like
being more aware of living habitsrecycling, water consumption, etc. To
be a positive contribution to ti)e envi- .
~onmental cause, we must retain a
positive image. We have hopes that
we are increasing awareness at UMR
and in the community, no matter how
modest or radical some of our memo
bers or efforts may appear.
Down to Earth would like to clarify the two specific articles from previous issues. First, the beef industry.
Conditions on some cattle farms
(those which mass-produce for the fast
food industry) are inhumane and some
people involved are incompetent,
Cattle can very well receive quick,
painless, and humane death, although
in many cases, tltis is not the case.
Cattle are both de-horned and castrated while they're still alive. Additionally, look at the Jack-in-the-Box
E-Coli bacterial break-out.
This

The General Delegation of Independents (GDI is a social organization
serving the independent men and
women of UMR. As an Independent,
youcan,an dareencou ragetojoin .) In
addition, GDI has representatives in
student council, the St. Pat's Comm.,
and other student functions. GDiisfor
people who want more out of and education than just a good college degree.
Our main reason for existing is to
make Rolla more enjoyable and more
educational. We try to accommodate
most tastes.. GDI holds membership
meeting with a party following each
about every three weeks. Freerefresh- deadly disease could be prevented if
ments are p. rovided at the parties, and the FDA and cattle industry had higher
standards, and made absolutely sure
beef was inspected correctly, Asfaras
pesticides go, many people are unsee Eye, page 9
aware of some of the levels in the food
we eat. The key word here is ~
~ When you are aware of pesticide

~~~;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5~~ levels, you will react as it suits you.
'i~l:mJB~:l i"§! ~"r :$~~~:~at~ You may do nothing, speak out to the

f~i!I#:~:~;:f!!~:l!~

1{~!t~~:~;~~··~;t~·~I~~!t~1f~4~(

~

.

Overall environmental awareness is the key
government, or grow your own gar·
den. So, now more people are aware
of some of the inhumane conditions in
the beef industry and the possible
danger in eating a hamburger. This
will probably provoke a number of
people to raise their voices in protest,
maybe not. (The address for Congress
is given at the end of the article. The
new administration is currently addressing the standards and inspection
procedures of the FDA, a good time to
speak your voice).
Second, endangered rain forest.
Trees are a renewable resources. Yes,
the efforts of environmentalist ensure
their renewal. There is a verY important distinction here. That is, rain
forest versus tree farms. Again, rain
forest cover 2% of the earth's surface,
and 55% have already been destroyed.
When rain forest are bulldozed and/or
burned to make land for cattle grazing
or farming, the land becomes useless
and erodes after only a few seasons.
The forest then cannot replenish themselves, as you can see in the enclosed
photo. Awareness. 25% of all the
world's drugs & medicine are harvested from rain forest vegetation.
Indigenous people are being stripped
of their livelihoods (ex: Penan people

. inMalaysia). Awarenll i. Japanharvests tropical wood to be used in concrete molds and then throws it out after
one use. That is, reusable, but non-reo
new able tropical hardwood. See the
distinction?
We could use all the wood we
wanted, if it were harvested from mi:.
vate farms and grown specifically for
consumption. These varieties are usually whit.e and yellow pines. Not rainforest or old - growth forest varieties
such as mahogany, Douglas fir, or
redwood, etc., but rather white and
yellow pines, very renewable reo
sources. It is generally understood
amongst environmentalist that the
number of private farms in the U.S.bas
increased in the last decade. Let me
emphasize the distinction again, pri·
vately grown lumber specific for consumption versus old-growth forests
(northwest U.S.) and \Topical rain forest.
Hopefully this clarification will
help people to be more aware of the
group Down to Earth and the factual
points made in our articles. National
Arbor Day Foundation's Rainforest
Rescue: 100 Arbor Ave. Nebraska
City, NE 68410. U.S. Congress,
Wash., D.C., 20515.

When rhe rain foresr is clear-cur o r hurned. rhe thin soils o f th
e forest
floor soon become \'ulnerahl e to erosio n. This area of Bra
zil near
Man 'lu s illu strates th e aftereffec ts.
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Watch for Hammerbox
Tom Grimm
Staff Writer

Hammerbox hails fonn Seattle,
but they are hardly in the same vein as
Soundgarden or MUdhoney . While
they don't sound grunge , there is a
decided Seattle influence. Hammerbox fonned in 1989 and they released
their self-titled debut album on an indy
label in May, 1991.
led to a tour
of the U.S. and Europe. Last fall, they
played with the Chili Peppers, L7,
Mudhoney and Joan Jett at a benefit
concert in L.A.
1have to admit, 1 had my doubts.
Hammerbox was described to me as
"A Seattle band that isn't grunge with
a female vocalist." 1 thought is
sounded intriguing, but was skeptical.
Put J~lu)ette Napolitano from Concrete Blonde on stage with a band
determined to punch holes in their instruments - you have a vague idea of
Hammerbox's sound. They have a

This

Hendrix - influenced guitarist and
eclectic rhythms. 1 like the warmth in
Carrie Akre's voice and there is a total
feeling of energy from the band.
From the outset on Numb, Hammerbox is full-force hard-core guitar
(but not in the least metal), beginning
with the fust song and single, "Hole."
On a couple songs, like track 3, "No,"
there is a vague Throwing Muses flavor in Carrie's voice. They keep it
hard and heavy throughout the album,
the only exceptions are brief downshifts on "Hed" and "When in 3.is 2,"
but they're back in overdrive, especially on "Trip," one of my favorite
songs on the album.
The album ends with as much power
and feeling as it began, with "Anywhere But Here." Hammerbox.could
very easily become the next big Seattle
band with a more accessible sound
than that of say, L7. 1guess you could
call them hard-rock will! a twist and a
definite sensibility. 'If Numb is any
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Hammerbox will be one band definitely worth seeing.
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Recap of dazed Daze
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Kory'Bakken
Staff Writer

The Best Ever has just wrapped up,
and I'm sure that everyone felt like
going tq classes last Monday after four
<lays of nothing but fun. Forthose who
either went home or were in too much
of a daze to notice, there were quite a
few things that went on. Thursday was
probably the best weather that has
blessed Rolla for Gonzo in years. The
weather was good enough for plenty of
people to come out and have fun . Evidently, we had a little too much fun as
Rolla's fmest had to tell us to tum the

music down (evidently someQllewas
niissing tii~~' aft~~,o~~s q~pl , .The
games were on' Friday where the cudgels were judged . . Mter all the hard
work was done, Sigma Nu clune in
first, Alpha Epsilon Pi finished second, and Chi Omega placed third. At
a wonderful eleven degrees, the street
painters came out in force Saturday to
cover Pine St. with it's annual green
"white-wash." They finished painting
with.enough time to paint a few signs
and a truck along the way. The parade
was filled with candy and plenty of
floats for everyone to enjoy. Then on
Saturday afternoon the most unforgettable woman in Rolla made her appearance- Alice. She gave 34 student
knights an attitude adjustment in the
thirty degree weather. And as the final

event, Firehouse and Flashback 'tried
·to put a few cra!'k&,in-the'Multi~pur
pose building with a concert that made
people leave with approving grin~ (),f
satisfaction. For tho~e of you who
were cunous who won St. Pat's, after
all the points weretallied up Alpha
Epsilon Pi came out on top for the
third year ina row. Someone better
come and stop these guys because
they are
starting to make this a habit. Also, Chi
Omega has once again reclaimed the
first place trophy among the women.
Now that is a short recap of four jam
packed daze. For those of you who
went home, next year 1 hope you stay
because '94 will definitely be "The
Best Ever."
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Some of Koresh's followers
·song that goesJiice this .... ,.
Wc're norgoing' to come out no
more
We're notgoing 10 come out no
more

!TIore
. ,,'
This will prob~bly l1elp me to get
the part when 1 auditiqn. Personally, '1, ~hink Koresh is a\><lUl as
dumb as a doqr' nail. What.,is he
going to do now? Koresh and his
followers aren't going to 'De ,able
to stay inside the compound forever, and when they'do c~me i>fa they
are going to be injail for a l!,ng time.
As for Koresh really bei;;g' ~ m~s~;~
'ger of s~me God, right. H~ isn 'l ~~en
'1e~i~li iO~~krl witi;, be h~4 hi,; !,~e
',J' \.'

~r.,

wouk
know
some

1b
wheltr
sis~o'

isn 't even':c~vered~in USA Today this
m'~ming (March 18th), J'hey might as
well come out so we can get on with'the
~ giea~ American way of th~ ninetiesexploit crimes and make them into
t~rrible, ,~':ltv interest,~~, TV movies.
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Women's softball team begins season with imp ress ive 8-4
road mar k
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Teresa Dickenso n
Starr Writer

The season for the UMR
Lady Miners softball team fmally got
underway after a couple of cancellations due to the weather with their
annual bip to Florida. On their way
down south, the team stopped in C0lumbus, Mississippi for a double
weather against the University of Mississippi for Women on March 7.
In the fllSt game, the Lady
Miners came out on top for a 2-0
victol)' to open the season. UMR
scored both of .their runs in the third
inning when Senior Dyan Risi!er
singled and was followed by a single
by Stephanie Ingalls. Both runners
were advanced by a sacrifice by Teri
Marvich which led to RBI singles by
Senior Co-Captai ns Christy Cheeley
and Jenny Crede. On the mound for the
Miners, Crede went the distance
thn>wing a one hitter and striking out
eight. Offensive ly, Crede and Cheeley
both went 2 for 3 with an RBI, and .
Risher went 2 for 3 with a run.
The second game did riot fair
as well for the Lady Miners as they
could manage only one hit in the contest Offensively, Risher got the lone
hit in the third inning.
The team fmally arrived in
Pensacola. Florida late in the evening
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and an RBI single by APril Buesch. In
the third, Teri Marvich had an RBI
single, Cheeley an RBI triple, and both
Keen and King RBI doubles. In the
fifth, Keen had an RBI single. At the
plate, Risher went 2 for 5, Marvich 2
for 2 with'4 runs, Cheeley I for 2 with
3 runs, Keen 3 for 3 with 4 runs and 3
RBI's, King 3 for 4 with 3 runs, and
Buesch 2 for 3 with a run and 2 RBI's.
On tne mound for the Lady Miners was
Keen who went the distance allowing
five hits and striking out 2.
The last game of the day for
the Lady Miners saw UMR on the

Shorter games and realignmnent head meeting topics
Martin Gugel
Starr Writer

wie

on March 7. The Lady Miners had nine
games scheduled in Pensacola during.
the week of March 8-12, with more to .
be played at the end of the week. Their
games on the 11 th, detelmine d the
seedings for a single eliminatio n tournament to be played on the 12th and
13th.
The Lady Miners fllSt three
games played on March 8 were against
St. Francis College from Indiana and
Lake forest College out of Chicago,
Illinois. In the fllSt game, UMR came
out on top ofSt Francis 2-1. The Lady
Miners scored a run in the top of' the
second when Kristan King walked to
leadoff the inning, advanced to second
on a sacrifice by Valerie Osborn, and
then scored on a walk by Risher with
bases loaded. UMR' s other run came
in the top of the third when Cheeley
walked to lead off the inning, was
sacrificed to second by Crede, and
then scored on an RBI single by King.
Offensive ly, King went 2 for 2, with I
run, I 'RBI and I walk. on 'the mound
for the Lady Miners was Crede who
went the distance allowing just two
hits, I run, 2 walles and fanning II.
In the second game against
51. Francis, the Lady Miners won
rather easily by a score,of 19-2. UMR
erupted for 7 runs in the fIlS!, four in
the second, five in the third, and three
in the fifth. Key hits in the first included an RBI double by Troci Keen

As spring training begins, so begins
what could be the era of change for
major league baseball if the owners
have their way. On March 4, MLB
owners held a melting of the minds in
Phoenix, AZ and came to decisions that
would greatly alter the game as we
know it. Actually, they might be on to
samething.
The idea, which recieved overwhelming support at the meeting, consists of dividing each league into three
divisons, adding an extra round of
playoffs and raised the posibility of ten
to twenty interleague games a team.
This could happen as early as next
season but probably wouldn't come
about untill99S .
This move, it is hoped, would boost
ticket sales and make the baseball
leasgues more attractive to telcvsion.
This is the last year of MLB's contract
with both CBS and ESPN and no net-

work seems anxious topay through the
nose for the same old, three-hour-plus
games.
The big difference this change
would make is the increased competition that two, three-division leagues
would generate. In this format , each
division would consist of four to five
teams that would compete for divisional titles, plus there would be a
playoff wild card spot open in each
league for the rest of the teams to fight
over .
. Interleagu e play would spark some
new rivalries among tearns as well as
giving fans the opportuni ty to see stars
from both leagues in action. No longer
would one have to wait for the World
Series to see such matchups as the
Cardinals vs. the Royals, White Sox
vs. Cubs, or Blue Jays vs. Expos.
What this could mean for the Cardinals is some new divisional company. Teams likely to reside in the
central division with me Redbirds are
the Houston Astros, Chicago Cubs,
Cincinatti Reds, and the Allanta
Braves. Winning a division with that

make-up would prove to be considerably tougher than it currently is io win
the NL Least, I meant East.
The Royals would most likely be
matched up with the Oakland A's,
Seattle Mariners, California Angels,
and Texas Rangers in the western
division, depending on how the
boundarie s are drawn. Not much of a
change from what K.C. is used to.
Besides discussing new league
formats, the owners also addressed
ways to speed games. The average
time for a MLB game is currently 2:57
and new regulations, if approved by
the player association, would bring
games down to a 2:30 range.
Among the proposed rules are
requiring the farst batter in an inning be
ready to step into the batter's box the
moment after the pitcher's fmal warmup toss and a requireme nt that any
batter keep one foot in the batter's box
at all times.

see Baseball, page 13

losing end of a 5-1 score against Lake
Forest College. UMR' s lone run came
in the fust inning when Ingalls reached
base on a walk, advanced to second on
a sacrifice by Marvich, and scored' on
an RBI single by Cheeley. At the plate:
King went2 for 3 and Keen I for 2 with
a walk.
The Lady Miners had three
games on March 9 as well. In the farst
game. UMR won a close cantest
against Eureka College by a score of32, as the Lady Miners came from
behind scoring all of their runs in the
top of the seyenth inning. Risher led

off tlie inning with a single and then
stole second. Ingalls then followed
with a walk and both runners were
advanced to third and second respectively by a Marvich sacrifice. Risher
then scored on an RBI single. The next
batter, Keen, followed with a walk to
load the bases setting up a2 RBI single
by King. Offensive ly, Cheeley went 2
for 4 and King I for 2 with 2 RBI's.
Keen went the distance on the mound
for UMR walkingju sttwo and striking
out six.
UMR had a much easier
time with Eureka collcge in the s~ond
game and gave plenty of support to
pitcherCTCde, by winning by a score of
14-0. The Lady Miners started off the
game with five runs in the fllSt and
went on to score three in the second,
two in the third, and four in the fourth
inning. At the plate, Risher went 2 for
3 with 4 runs and 2 stolen bases, Amy
Buttimer I for 2 with 2 RBI' s,Cheeley
2 for 3 with 2 runs and 2 RBI's, and
Nicki Wray 1 for 2 with 2 runs and an
RBI. Crede went the distance again for
the Lady Miners giving up only four
hits, I walk and fanning five.
The Lady Miner' s third
game for the day avenged a loss from
the previous night against Lake Forest

see Softball, page 13
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Source
One of this week' sM-Club
Co-Athletes of the week is Craig
Sorenson, a high-jumper on the UMR
men ' s Track and Field team. At the
NCAA Division II National Track and
Field Championship Craig fmished
seventh in the high jump with with a
jump of of 6 feet 9.75 inches. Along
with being a personal best for Craig,
this jump was also a new school record! Craig cleared the same height as
the fourth, fifth, and sixth place fmishers, but due to a miss at a previous
height was given a seventh place. The
top six places received All-American
Honors, so Craig missed AlI-American status by one place. CongratulaI"~

outdoor season! -

M-Club Athlete

of the Week

M-Club
SO!lrce .

.-

. ... , .
.One
": of.,.tnis. \).
Week' s M-Club
~ -,-
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Co-Athletes of the week is Jen Crede,
a pitcher ,for the UMR Lady Miner
'softballteapt; On ~lIe lady Miners' trip
to Florida Jen w~ perfect with 4 wins
and no losses. She compiled .a 0.29
ERA with 3 shutoutS and struck out 32
batters in 24 innings. Along with her
superb pitching Rerformances, Jen is
also, bJitting :476 'and : has 5 RBI's.
KeeV~p~ g~ work len, and con_~~.;:~
great week.

.
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Ca pt ain Goatee Hitchcock Ju dy ba ts Belly
~
,

"All rise, the honorable Captain
Goatee is now in session." Thank you,
please be seated. Reviewed this week
are The Judybats, Belly, and Robyn
Hitchcock and the Egyptians . Get
ready for·theres t of the semester. Lots
of great new albums have come out,
and you will need your credit cards
handy. ,.
For those of you stuck in Rolla for
spring break, DON'T WORRY! The
Victros will be at the New Beat both
spring break weekends . If you like
scorching blues, then check them out.
You won't be dissapoint ed.
If guitar blues aren't your style,
check out folk classic U. Utah Phillips
at the Blue Heron this Saturday. I
haven't seen him in concert, but his
reputation as a story teller and a union
protest song singer is legendary . I am
told he is a performer who should not
be missed.

~reCOrd

thand is

lhinthc

~ 1",e16!

lc :Noms
~atcs
.'.:-\

~on8l!d

s:not only

wouldri't
.inak~the

stt,{or.pnc

fs~ Biu~

tn~e§ui

eiinly.that
s:'whobe·
S~tlie.nex
\ling Ric
ItCcausch

~i~tplay

Captain Goatee
Staff Writer

- Album Review
'

The Judy bats
JUlin makes

llete

~ek

YOU

bedu#fu/

Sire Records (1993)
7 goatees
First of all, I must say that I was
- e;pecting a lot out of this album. The
. Judybats swept my ears of their feet
when their flTSt Iilbum Native Son
came out a few years back. The music
was kind of alternative , had some
acoustic guitar and violin thrown in,
and was great sing-along music. The
lyrics were simple and overly selfindulgent - just my style.
Their second album Down by the
Shacks Where the Satellite Pisbes

Grow was an improvem ent over Na·
tive Son. The music was a bit more
focused and the lyrics stayed indulgent
while making more sense. I was duly
impressed and ready for their third
album to be a masterpie ce. It isn't. The
band, has switched half of its lineup
since their first album, and the new
band has a different sound. The violin
is gone, and the guitar gets fuzzy
sometime s instead of sweet. It isn't a
huge change, but the sparlde and
power of their first two just isn't there.
pain maW you 6eautifulhas good songs,
but they don't make me want to listen
again and again.

I'mnotsur ewhatitis . Maybethe
guys in·the-ban d have started becom'.ing musicians rather than,guys writing
's6ngs. Before, ·the songs ' seemed a
' little off) 'kilter, but they always
brought it back in. pain 71UlKts you 6eau·
1iJji doesn'tgo offkilter, It' s straight
forward. It lacks some of the emotion.
The upbeat songs aren't very upbeat.
and slow songs aren't very slow.
MaybeI'v e just gotten tired of the
Judybats. New lyrics like "Hearts
cannot be broken, They're small
squishy things" seem kind of stupid
rather than self-indulg ent. ~
you 6eautiful by the Judybats isn't that
bad of an album .. J[ you're burndut on
the old Judybats albums, never heard
old Judybats but like a song or two
they've heard on KMNR, ~
you 6eautifu{ will do just fme . As for

myself, I'm going back to the shacks
where the satellite dishes grow.

Album Review
Belly
SJm:
Sire!Repr ise Records (1993)
9 goatees
Belly is the new group formed by
Tanya Donelly. For years, Tanya has
been lurking just out of the spotlight in
Throwing Muses and Breeders. Belly
shows that Tanya Donelly should have
been in the spotlight all along.
I've never been a huge fan of
either Throwing Muses or the Breeders. The music of both of the bands is
decent, but it never made me go gaga.
But Belly hit the nail on the head for
me. Imagine a Sinead O'Connor and
Edie Brickell (mellow wailing) mixed
with PI Harvey (heavy grungy wailing) and you have the sound of Belly.
Well, not exactly. Sometime s her
voice is like a whisper of air and the
songs are truly mellow.
Little bits of all of them come
through. The Throwing Muses of 3/4
beats and running guitars, and bass
. creeps in. 1'he .':sh-,doop~ :.and "La La,
. La" liackgrbuitd' vOCals are there in
some songs. The gritty guitars with a
pop song mentally is straight from the
Breeders. There's even a Hawaian lap
guitar/Ma zzy St;Ir type feel to some
songs.

For those of you who don' t know
what I'm talking about, I don't know
how to help you. You wouldn't lind
this music on a regular lOp 40 station,
but il should really be there. Even if
she doesn;t sound like Debbie Gibson
or something , Donelly comes up with
some really fun songs. There's always
this toe tapping easy pop feel to the
upbeat songs. It may be found in the
alternative section, but that's not reo
ally fair. There's some really interesting music on J!!!r, If Sinead can sell
records with her tortured wailings,
Belly should go just the same.
All of you who go out and buy
every new album by Tori Amos or
Juliana Hatfleld or Sarah McLaughJan
or whoever the newest girl singer is
should put Star by Belly on the top of
your list. Good stuff, Maynard!

Album Review
Respect
Robvn Hjtcbcock and the Egwztu/DS
A&M Records (1993)
IO goatees
Ifyou·hadn 'theard, Robyn Hitchcock is weird. Very weiri!. In fact, he
thrives on it. One ilstenl o the classic,
"Balloon Man", should convince you
of that. And you know what.. Ilove it.
~ goes back to the great
sound of Oueen Elvis and Globe of
~. A great improvem ent over his
last album Perspex Island. Ijustknew
~would put Perspex Island 10
shame .for two reasons.
Reason #1 : Peter Buck. The goateed
R.EM. guy came in and made a slick,
overprod uced album just like
R.EM.'s OulofTun e. The music is
ok in small dosesm but Perspex Island
and Oul of Tune just churned my
stomach over. At least Perspex Island
didn' t have anything as horrendou sly

Eye

--

sM·Club
len Crede,
ady Miner
ine~'trip

with 4 winS
Jed .a 0.29
ruckout32
Ig with h~r
Ices, len IS

5RBI's,
n, and can'
eek.

from pageS

we have door prizes at all of the meetings. GDIhasat Jeastonef loattrippe r
semester, and one or two open parties
each semester. We also have intramural teams with a long history of success, and we ptovide excellent leadership opportuni ties for those interested .
Each semester, GDI does some charity
work & communit y service. After
paying an annual fee (currently $17),
you area member of GO!. GDI has no
attendance requireme nts, hazing,
pledging, or mandatory work details.
You only do as' much (or as little) as·
you have time for.
At the beginning of each semester,

,!

GDI sets up a table by University
Center West (UCW) near the hockey
puck. Youcanco mebytoge tinformation and to join. You can also join at
any of our meetings or parties. All
students are welcome at every GDI
event. Finally, you can come by our
office: 204 UCW (phone 341-6021)
The rAmerican Foundrym an's
Society (AFS) is a national organiza·
tion involved in nearly every aspect of
the metals casting industry. The'purpose of our student chapter is to educate and inform students to a level
beyond that achieved in classroom .

irritatin as "Shiny Happy People".
Reason #2: Weird liner notes. Hitchcock likes to put in his weird slOries in
his albums. The one with Respect is
about a guy with antlers who likes to
jog at night and the Prince of Cones.
Very odd, but oddly interesting . Per·
spex Island didn't have a little slOry.
There are even printed lyrics this time.

~ fmd Robyn Hitchcock
and the Egyptians sounding like their
old selves. Their last album was just a
fluke. Yippie! "The Yip Song" starts
out the album with a chorus of "Yip,
yip, yip, yip, yip, yip, yip, yip, yip, yip,
yip, yip." "Wafflehe ad" ends the album with an homage to the lovely girl
with syrup on her head. It's just plain
weird and it'sjustpla in fun. Thesongs
in between range weird and it's just
plain fun. The songs in between range
from lovely love songs to strict Hichcock songs to the Dylan-like "Serpent
at the Gates of Wisdom" ;
To describe the sound of Hitchcock, I would have to reference you to
John Lennon. Image that dear John,
instead of meeting Yoko Ono, had
taken a clue from either Ringo or
George (l forgot which) and started
writing songs like Octopus's Garden.
Maybe you'd get Robyn Hitchcock.
After some' 15 years of putting out
albums, he knows what 'he's doing.
~ proves it. This album is a 10.
"Yip! Yip!

We e k ·e n d
Update

We have a guest speaker at each of the
monthly meetings, as 'well as plant
trips and social outings.
On April 8, we ' have planned a
TbeNew
special trip 10 Bodine and Carondele t
Beat
Foundries in St. Louis. That evening
SOURCE
we will be joining our parent chapter.
If you are interested in participati ng,
stop by the Metallurgical Engineeri ng
The VICTROS from Miami,
departmen t in McNutt Hall or see Oklahoma will perform at The
New
SteveLan e,Melanie Robertson ,Denis Beat Friday and Saturday March
26th
Mink, or Fred Niemeier.
.& 27th, and April 2nd & 3rd. The
Wednesd ay,April1 4,isourne xt Victros play Rock·n-R oll Rhythm
&
regularly scheduled meeting. Attend BlUC\ and have had " a tremendou
s
this important meeting for officer following in the Rolla area.
elections.
i·

~ .7""----------------------~------~---------
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Bound & Gagged
By Dana Summers
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Dave
by David Mil ler

I~eeR ~EALITY I

PAve -you 'RE: L-AZ-Y, NO GooD
Ai'\D '{OU' LI- NEve I'!. AMOUNT
,0
AN'( iHIN G, l/!
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Campus Gossip
Miscellaneous
$200. $500 WEEKLY

Personals
Hi,

A.s.scmble products at home. Easy! no selling .

I live on 9 south and 1 love it. I love everybody

You' re paid direcL Fully guaranlC'eci. FREE

on my floor. I just thoUght we needed some

Infonnation ·24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.

Omega Sigma,

Twister,

Congratul ations on quarter·barrel chug. You did

Productive Procrutination, huh?

Next yea r' s lonna be greal, even if we can

awesome.

Smutfette

never seem to be in the same tower...

Wahoo Kay Deel Good job on St. Pat' s.

positive advertising so here it is.

Basement Room,
Yerffej ,

S9 MERCEDES

Here is • happy personal written especially to

86VW

550

Angie:

Cardinal-

Tony:

No jokes about Geranimal man!

Halleluia! You fmally got your money, so you

Snort·woman

won' 1 have to beg for more (I hope).

I hate you cuz'., .,

CHEAP! FBII U. S. SEIZED
5200

:

make you smile and to accompany , II your

SaM, Shelly. Laura,

Ll!lIlbe~.ck.

Olris R:

Does your chewing lurn loose its flavor on the

Two hundred still stands.

Guess what! Tomorrow.

bedpost overnight? Orville wants to know.

Step.

Cardinal.

S. , S. , and L ,

Loon ,

We sun'j\'ed St. Pat ' s '93. Can't wait for 1994.

Passed off anymore. Screws lately?

.sent to you. We know you love it.

Our last will be the best ever.

Babs

Sarah and Nat.

Step.

S. Padre: uland from 599

Marie.

To: all women on campus who are 19 or

with slilhtly smaller shoulders, you Intly could

Dempsey:

Cancun Mexico from S424

I think you need a flo wer growth in your ceiling.

younler

become a woman?

I really enojyed yourspelin erorrs in teh

Babs

mintues.

87 MERCEDES

5 I 00

65 MUSTANG

550

happy, giggly. answering machine messages.
work \'0)'

OM

Admit it- your lrealcst joy in life is

Ooosc from thousands Slaning at SSO
fREE Wonnation-24 Hour Hotline
SOI·379·2929.

SPRING BREAK '93 -

Tracy:

Oancellor,
We sincerel y hope you arc enjoying all the gifts

embarns.sing me.

Vicki:

J never realized you were so implU'e!
Bucky,

Party with the best

Bahamasl Cruise (rom S269

How about it?

I don't know you and you don't know me, but

Join over 1 million partiersl

Sarah

I've lot some advice for ya. Take it or leave it,

Call Srudent Express Vacations

but I' m loing to get riaht down to the wire. If

Lush ,

J·a-a·a·a·a·mes,

I·SOO·TOUR·USA

leff",y Paul,

you're going to party, do it with friends that

Did you know that coffee was supposed to pour

I acceptl I accepl!lacccptl

I think you are too busy and need to learn to say

you know well and can tlUSt. Don't let caulht

not crawl out of the coffeee pOl?

I BELIEVE

no. This way instead of going to all your

in a situation that you will regret I.terl These

Twig & Twigl...

From where did the soul come?

meetings you can spend more quality time with

guys will wait until you're drunk. and take

Was it heaven and the breath of God,

your qw.lity friends.

advantage of you· even if you don't want it to

Smulf·

ar was it simply granted each of us .t birth

a few select quality friends.

happen. You may espttilly want to stay away

I've got a surprise for you,

from a certain guy who I

77

I do not know , but I can believe

When does the soul go,

US\lJTle

is a senior, still

-Nut Log.

NutLo,That's because you were in & tequila coma.

So (bruty, you just threw pickles at him and

dri\'es a red car, and likes to play the guitar.

now you a re friends? ..

You' lLget yourself into a crazy relationship that

Cardinal-

you don't even want. So, remember "It's love

your supposed to go woman hunting-not wookie

When this earthly life is tbrou&h?

Otecsc:ballI think I missed St. Pat's.

-OleesebaU

_

'"

,

Docs it go to the spiritual reabn,

Conlratulations Julie!l You are awesome new

that holds it all together' or else you'll be

huntinl!

Mr. Cox:

Or does it return to the gnntel'

Zeta pledSe!

"Seeing things , for lbe first time" a little too late.

Smurfette

What part of "NO" dOll] i you wid~d7...

What happens when my leam is up?

Bealle and S.rah,

An older and wiser

Lisa 1.·

Newob Eus Ardnek:

Coli

Does what I feel as "mc" go with the soul,

Our family is now one, for I have bonledl

junior who got out of Rolla .

I love my new little sisterll

Nognilk kaepl .

lOp:

H<y 9 South:

ellOl

Take care ,

er do "I " die with my body

Zlam.

Barracuda

Janice

I do not know. but I can believe

Nice Paintinp.

Wade,

T..". Rider

r

Sla~
Now I understand what it' alike to be a ,iddy

in III

Denise.

,rinnin, happy what.a-wonderful·day notltina

King
King

qw.dzilla

BooKCASE·ASKlNG 530

Eric,

I know last week was touJ,h. but hanl in there.

gcu·me-down bash-me-over·the-head·with·a·

BOSTON SPEAKERS- ASKING SI25

Yeah,J heard it would defUli~ely take all oCtwo

You've only aot a semester and balfld\..

bat kind of ,uy.

wiIll

ANSWERING MACHINE-ASKING S50

s.econdsl

PLUS SOME MORE

You know who

Kim:

Helpful Hint 16103:

Lady
Who

Don ' t let the politics let to you.

No maner how bad thi",. &eem, mnember du

only

341· 8033

FlrTON ASKING
341·8417

it could always bt" WOIH.

DenI.
J had & nioe time. Thanks.

Twi,I... ,

Lisa:

Otip.

I' m lookinl forward to Sprinl Break, how

Lona time no insuill.

To whcm it may concern,

My vmdacard was taken (rom the cnllU
pbolOcopier in the Ub ..ry (hIl1oor) on
Wednesday ni,,", Mal<h 17, 1993. My name
and telephone number arc: written on it in blue
nwkCT.

(The library has • JOlt and found KTVicc, if you
wanI to

about you?

retum it there)

NOTICE: The Student Union Board is lookin,
(or Offic«s and Dirtttors for the 1993-94
school )Uf. If you have ""cd on • SUB
Commia« for at ItUl one semestrr, you arc:

di,iblc ~ run for a Board of Di~n Position.

J have me word",
Smurf,

The brainJeu one

Sony for the absence· I ' ll try to vail tht'

mushroom house more often.
Smurfettc.

day ~
Slan~

Owl 00011 My back hurt&1 (Not that you would

WANTED: One "Prine... Bride" videolape.

ca", ...)

Call leff if you have it.

L)'M<.

-

_~the~~~

Thanb 10 much for the St. Patrick's Day pinch.

bondin" and he IIIW that it ..... 100eL.

___

Lumberjack·

Comina.oem to .tora; The Bowen/W1cncrli

Hold me back. I want ,ome bums.

of clothi",- all in rnal> fubion colOr> like

7?

florescent pink and purple.

game

runs.
4wiIll
4 WiIll
Shelly
I

let's party sometime.

Randy:

LOVEINAOT.

Bc1.wecn your bwu of .1«1 and lumerjacb

YLS

luminous bunchecb, J' m aoina crazy. There'

Kappa D<ha pled,...
Con,rltulations on amin, )'Our bia Sis '

.

I. The

~

Who knows. ya baby?

'( r

Dillin!

/.iinn,

I still have a bruise ...

them7

IlIeL
on IlII

all tbi&

Secbnc

Do you always tell ~\'eryone that ),ou love

Applications are available NOW in the SUB

Offie<:. Applications deadline is APIUL 12.

,0 \hroual>

alain.

KENTUCKY I

1'«.. ,

357 DAZE 'til w< have to

SaM:

Twil·

Phil.

U you took. it you know who you Irt: .

Pfas.e ~m it to me.

.:..

Chef

Pikes are the coolest II ,

malad I stayed sober over Sl Pat's .

MOVING SALE:

".;

inniJ

_ _ _ If

Thanks fOT the favor.

Pickup

I

more buns here than at Subway.

Kria:

Snort- woman

The puzle is ,<Ilin,lon<ly ...

see GoSSip, page 1
Waslg,

I .

c.' .. . ' , - ' - '

lUll.

disIanc
hils,O

COnsini

.r.::.·. ·..

': ~ . J.,- _ •• ~ •• _ . ..-

.'

ICIOse!
ihebolic
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Baseball, from page 7

lifeis

Also addressed was a method to
fmd a new commissioner for MLB .
First, however, the owners want to
estbalish the job description for a
commissioner. So, basically, future
commissioners will be no more that
figureheads that can't step on the
owners' toes. Real convenient.
. April 5 and opening day is
quickly approaching and we'll soon
see if the Marlins are as good as their
pre-season record says they are or if
they'l come crashing back to earth.
Get ready to enjoy what could be the
last season of baseball as we know it.
, Til next week ...

impure!

', .•. i;.;'. H' ,n ...•:. i.
. ....::.:::.

Softball, from page 7

-
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~
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!sshi",,","Ii\'

College. This time UMR came out on
top 3-0. UMR got one run in the first
inning when Marvich reached on an
error and scored on an RBI double by
Cheelay. In the third Marvich scored
Stacy Cranmer with an RBI single and
in the sixth, Valerie Osborn scored
King with an RBI single. Offensively,
King went 2 for 3 and Marvich I for 3
with an RBI. On the mound for the
Lady Miners was Mary Rohrbacker
who pitched a strong game allowing
only three hits and striking out.four.
After having the 10th off,
the Lady Miners w~re back in action
on the II th with another three game
day ahead of them . The Lady Miners
started the day off with an impressive
.outing against 'Winona college from
Minnesota, wiruiing by a score Of 11 I. The big inning for UMR came in the
secbnd w1ien the Lady Mineis blew the
game'widetoperrbyexploding for five
runs. At the plate, Cheeley went 2 for
4 with 2 runs and 2 RBI's, Crede 3 for
4 with 3 RBI" s-, King 2 for 4, and
Shelly Backues 2 for 4 with 2 runs and
I RBI. Crede once again went the
distance for UMR allowing just four
hits,O walks, and striking out five to
pick up the victory.
nu;-second game for the day
was against Beloit College from Wisconsin in which the Lady Miners w~n _
a close game 2-1. UMRscor edarunin
the bottom of the futh inning with two

outs when Rohrback er walked,
Cranmer reached an error, Crede
singled, and Risher walked with the
bases loaded. UMR' s other run came
in the bottom ' of the sixth when
Cheeley singled, went to second on a
King sacrifice, and then scored on an
RBI single by Keen. Offensively,
Risher went I for 2 with and RBI.
Rohrbacker picked up the victory with
a strong performance allowing just
four hits, one walk; and getting four
strikeouis. ,In the third and fmal game,
the Lady Miners got tagged for eight
runs in a losing cause by a score of 83 to IUPU-Ft. Wayne, from Indill!la.
Risher led off the game with her first
career homerun to give the Lady Miners an early le ad. However, IUPU Ft.
Wayne, from Indiana. Risher led off
the garr;e with her fust career homerun
to give the Lady Miners an early lead.
however, IUPU Ft. Wayne came back
with their biggest inning being the
sixth in which they scored four runs.
The rest of the Lady Miners runs came
in their half of the sixth inning when
Keen and Buesch got back to back
singles respectively. Risher then
scored Keen on an RBI single and
Buesch scored on a passed ball by the
catcher. At the plate, Risher went 3 for
4 with 2 RBI's, I run, I double, I
homerun, and one stolen base.
The Lady Miners fmal game
in Florida was March 12 against St.
Ambrose College. St. Ambrose
jumped out to an early 2-0 lead in the '

fust inning and eventually added another run in the fourth inning to take a
3-0 lead into the sixth inning where the
Lady Miner bats fmally woke up. Having only three hits in the first five
innings, UMR got three hits in the
sixth inning alone to try and stage
another comeback . Cheeley led off the
inning with a single, advanced to sec" ond on a gruundout, and then scored on
an RBI single by Osborn with two outs.
Osborn then advanced to second when
Backues walkec; and scored on an RBI
single by Ingalls. Then with runners on
second and third,the Lady Miners next
bailer was called out on a questionable
check swing on a third strike to end the
Miner' srally. Unfortunately, the six th
inning was the last inning of the game
due to a time limit. At the plate,
Osborn went 2 for 3 with a run and an
RBI.
The Lady Miners ended this
week with an impressive 8-4 record
and ready to head home for some tough
competition. The team will likely face
some tougher games as the team gets
into its'conferencegames as theMIAA
is one of the best Division II conferences in softball in the nation.
Upcoming home games
are March 25 at 3:00 p. m. against
Doane College, March 31 at2:30p. m.
against UMKC, and April 7 at 4:00 p.
m. against Lindenwood College.
Other games include Westminster on
March 28 in Fulton Mo. , William
Jewell on March 29 in Liberty, Mo. ,
Evangel College on April I in Spring-'

field, Mo. , as well as tournaments in
Joplin, Mo. March 26-27 and April 23. All home games are played on the
Lady Miner' s field. Any questions
about the Lady Miners schedule may
be answered at 341-4175.

Faculty Golf
Faculty
Source

UMR.

FACUlti I
~OLF.

wi qtli/ea.tJ~r
-----Sit C
ChAl '

A re.
o",,!tI10'" I
~",ler(JS"'J'

~

I3a.d Moulh.~

The UMR Faculty/Staffl
Retiree GolfLeagu~ will begin March
30th, 1993. The format will be a threeperson Scramble. If you are interested
in participating in the) eague, contact
Ray Leuellyn at the UMR Golf
Course, extension 4217. The deadline
for entry is March 16. Te8/l1s will be
picked after all entries are received.
The cost is $8 for UMR Go!f Course

S~U~~~~==~~~==~
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THE FIRST NATIONAL REFERENDUM - GOvERNMENT REFORM
Sponsored By United We Stand Alnerica ,,,

SUNDAY, MARCH 21
NBC 1V & RADIO 8:00pm EST (7:00pm CST/ 8:00pm PST)
Your response allows the people of America to speak to
Congress and the White House on these vital issues.
Complete your hallot,nll along "otte" line

("0

not tear page) an" mail it to:

United We Stand America National Referendum
P.O. Box 9000
London, KY 40742-9000

r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

•

United We Stand America,"

:

••
•:
•
,••
•
•
•

NATIONAL REFERENDUM - GOVERNMENT REF9RM
fI'k-:c:-..' d;lt ~l'n 10".\ l ""rlIpll1dp

o

.. ···0

2. Should the President present an overall plan including spending cuts,
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funding limited exclusivdy to National Defense' .... ........ .................... .. ............ ..

5. Should the President have the Line Item Veto to eliminate waste'

.. ······0

6. If our governmt"nt wants the A,rierican people to p"y more taxes, should it
provide leadership by example - all sacrifice begins at the top - hy culting
Congress' and the President s sa laries by ten percent and re,ducing their
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UMR opinions on campus

When aske d what they enjoy ed mos t abou t this year s' st. Pat's
, these stud ents responded:
-: v - - -

J

Breit Saunier

Gina Turner
Senior
"The Games"

Brett S.unl.r

Andrew Sears
Junior
"Partying in the hot tub"

8rettSaunl.r

Sara Tenney
Senior
"Playing volleyball"

Bret. Saunier

Jeff Winslow
Junior
"The Parade"

Council of Graduate ·Students , ~olds Annual competitio
n for
open forum ~n. enrollment req uire men ts Fl:Ilbright grants
open

qUlrement was 3 credit hours.
CGS President Ronald ~Iatz
CGS
opened the forum by giving an analySOURCE
sis of the fmancial burden that the new
policy will impose 'on the assistants'
stipend, as compared to the current
policy and UMC's current policy. He
The Council of Graduate Students relatedtha tthisactio
nwastake nbythe
(CGS) held an open forum Monday, UMR administra
tion without any
March 8th, in the Chemical Engineer- consultation with
the graduate student
ing Monsanto Lecture Hall to address body. He further
noted that there is no
the new policy adopted by the UMR protection for
graduate students here
administration for Mandatory enroll- at UMR against
these types of
ment requirements. About ten percent changes.
of the graduate student body attended,
Chancellor Park first offered his
in addition to Chancellor Park, Interim apology for not consulting
beforehand
Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs with the graduate
student body and
Haddock, and several faculty mem- said that he
had been pushed hard for
bers. Under the new policy, graduate time, and did not have
enough time .to
students will be required to be enrolled call for the graduate
students' input.
for a minimum of 9 credit hours to But he explained the
policy and exqualify for a teaching or research as- pressed his believe that the new
policy
sistant position. Previously, the re- eventually would benefit the average

~
.'

••••••• • ••

graduate student, although it might
sp!lle hardsq;p ',31)lQng a fe.w
. graduate students atJirst. Chancellor
are not required to have a bachelor's
Institute of
Park assured the house that he is study•degree, but they must have four years
Internatio nal
ing individual cases and may waive the
of relevant professional training or
Education
requirement on certain cases. He
study. Candidates in medicine must
SOURCE
promised that he would let the graduhave an M.D. or equivalent (e.g.,
ate student community know about
D.D.S., 0 .0 ., etc.) at the time of appliThe United States Information cation.
any changes to the policy.
Chancellor Park's explanation ini- Agency (USIA), the J. William
All applicants are required to have
tiated an hour-long dialogue between Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board sufficient proficiency in the host counhimself and the graduate students (BFS) and the Institute of Interna- tty to carry out their proposed study or
present. CGS Vice President Dirk tional Edu.cation (lIE) armounce the research.
Gowin and Treasurer Dale Sivils official opening on May I, 19930fth e
Fulbright Grants provide roundpointed out a need for a uniformity in 1'994-95 competition for Fulbright trip international travel, maintenance
rules and regulations pertaining to Grants for graduate study OJ research for the tenure of the grant, a research
graduate students among different abroad in academic fields and for allowance, and tuition waivers, if
departments on the campus. Finally, professional training in the creative applicable. Travel grants provide
CGS President Platz closed the forum and performing arts.
round-trip travel to the country where
The purpose of these grants is to' the student will pursue study
by promising that the CGS would
or reprovide information to the graduate increase mutual understanding be- search. All grants include basic health
tween
the people of the United States and accident insurance.
student community regarding the policy and any amendments to it if made. and other countries through the exComplete program and applicachange of persons, knowledge and tion information is contained
in the
skills. They are funded under the brochure, "Fulbright Grants
and other
Mutual Educational and Cultural Ex- grants for graduate study
& research
'change Act of 1961 through an armual abroad,1994-95."
appropriation made by Congress to
Students currently enrolled in a
USIA. Participating governrnents and college or university should
contact
host institution s in many countries their on-campus Fulbright
Program
also contributed. Fulbright Grants are Adviser for brochures
, application
available for study or research. form s and further informatio
n. AtTravel-only grants are also available large applicants
should contact the
to selected countries to supplement U.S. Student Programs
Division at
maintenan ce awards from another lIE's New York headquarte
rs , (212)
source that do not provide funds for 984-5330 or one of lIE's regional
ofinternational travel or to supplement fice in Chicago, Denver,
Houston or
the applicant's. personal funds. The San Francisco for
brochures and appliBFS, composed of 12 educational and cations.
·ai
D
.
'
.
···h··e·1
public
leaders
appointed
by
the awardFulbright Program Advisers estabto 12:00 Il. and 1:06 pm to 3:0.0 l; m . ; - \gau,;Yoti arerequired to
make
ing of grants.
lish campus deadline dates for the
It is IMPERATIVE that you·attend eveiyeffo rt t,i a(idd. The ISP
For all grants , applicants must be receipt of applications. At-large
ONE of these sesslvns. You should 'flee .does not h3ve "ll,e 6xpertise,
apU.S. citizens at the time of application plicants must submit
cOllie prepared .to complete the basic staff -or time to ' ~ee each stildent
their completed
and
hold
a
bachelor'
s
degree
or
its
requi.redfQrms which will jJepn)Vid~d individually.
applications to the U.S. Student Proequivalent by the beginning date of the grams Division at
to you. Please bring one or two pens
lIEINew York by
,grant. Creative and performing artists October 31, 1993
.

cau~e
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Computer

form page 1

intent to gain unauthorized access and
destroy valuable data and programs.
Owners of campus and Internet
workstations find unau thorized access
'very offensive. More imp::>rtantly,
unauthorized acce" anei/or vandalism
of files is illegal. Pl~ase na;e. that even
attempting to gain 2 CCO SS (running
cracker pro!;rams) is illegal. Anyone
caught in such an activity can be
charged with a misdemeanor or felony
depending upon the extent of the use
and/or damage. A small number of
people feel that this is a harmless activity, but many owners are losing
patience and asking that offenders be
charged.
UMR computer users are reminded to choose passwords carefully
and change passwords often to prevent
unauthorized use. Passwords should

be at least 6 characters long and should
combine letters and numbers in such a
way that the password cannot be easily
guessed (eg. don't use works found in
the directory, your name, your spouse
or child's name, or your birth date):
Accounts should never be built without passwords.
Sharing passwords and userids is
also an extremely bad practice. Please
do not share your userid and password
with your friends. Under no circumstance should someone who is not a
UMR srudent , faculty, or staff be
given access to UMR computing systems . For more information on your
rights and responsibilities as a computer user, pick up a copy of the UMR
Computing Guidelines available from
the Computing Services Office (M/CS
114).

-~~

Aid

from page 1

Student receives scholarship

Freeman retains membership on a
number of boards in the 5t. Louis area
and is a past national president of Ddt.
Sigma Theta, a public service sorority.

News
Services
SOURCE

In 1956 she became the staff attorROLLA, Mo. - Jesse Pursley of
ney for the St. Louis Land Clearance
and Housing Authorities. For 16 Rolla, A University of Missouri-Rolla
years, Freeman served as the first
female commissioner of the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights. She was
appointed to this position by President
Lyndon B. Johnson. President Jimmy
Carter later appointed' her as inspector
general of the Community Services

Student, has received a $2,000 scholarship from the Packaging Education
Foundation.
Pursley is in the final phase of his
work toward a Ph.D. in engineering
management at UMR. He has a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering and a master' s degree in engineering management from UMR.

Administration.
Freeman is the recipient of honorary degrees from the University of

Missouri-Sl Louis, Harris-Stowe
State College, Washington University
and Hampton University.
The event is sponsored by the
UMR African-American Culrural
Recognition Committee and the local
chapter of the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People.

Jesse Pursley of UM-Rolla has received a $2,000 scholarship
from Packaging Education Foundation.
from page 2

ing students pursuing a B. S. or higher degree that

this scholarship is renewable.

IS, 1993 in order to be considered forthe 1993-94

same.

arship, American Imtitute For Foreign Study,

includes a concrete and concrete design-courses as

Applications forms available at the Student Finan-

academic year. Applications available in the Stu-

·Must be military officer or dependent of the

College Division,

an integral part of their degree program. Note

cial Aid Office.

dent Financial Aid Office

same.

Greenwich,

should be taken of the residency requirements as

Applications Deadline: April 1, 1993.

.Must be reconunended by a FLWT~OA Chapter

2437.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN

member.

shown on the application. The Fund will grant one

102 Greenwich Avenue,

cr 06830 or by calling (800) 727-

$2000 sthola"hip this fatl. Appllution dead-

SocIety

CONSTRUCTIO!lj, ,ST LOUIS, MISSOURI

.l{jgh school_and UMR t~~~p;:.~ required.

line: April 30, 1993.

York City Post Schotarshlp, proaram 1993,

CHAFfER 38

·Must be at,least a half -til!l~ s~ent .

FUND SCHOLARSHIP

Orrers $1000 Scholarship

The S1. Louis NA WlC-is offering a scholarship to

See Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall , for details and

This scholarship is to honor John P. Eager, he was

application. fonns.

a pioneer in the development of modem micro-

Application Deadline: Ju~ 30, 1993.

fihn technology as applied by business.

0(

American Military EnaJneers New

WOMEN IN ENERGY, INC SHOLARSHIP

Eitalblllty:

women and men who are pursuing degrees in '

Two awards ofS230 each will be made to a junior!

·U. S. citizen

fields related to the comtruction

ind~try.

This

senior enrolled full-time in a Missouri college or

·Majoring in ensineering or an engineering-re-

scholarship does not apply to first year students.

University. The student should be majoring in

lated field.

Applicationm~tbepostmarkedbyAprIl1,1993.

business, education, engineering. home econom-

·Prn-ious wirmers are eligible.

Applications available in the Student Financial

Minority Scholarship for study abroad offered

ics, joumalism, science or other energy related

.Must be a full-time student during 93-94 school

Aid Office.

GREENWICH,

field. Minimum overall GPA of 3.0. Applkatlon

year.

Deadline must be postmarked by: April 1,1993.

THE JOHN P. EAGER EDUCATION TRUST

The Eager Scholarship is a minimum 2S00-word
essay contest with a S5000 prize. The essay topic,

cr -

chosen each year on an aspect of the field of

Applications for th third

infonn.tion and image management, requires

annual American Institute For Fore1an Study

significant commitment on the part ofthe student

'Money to be used toward room and board, tui-

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN

Colleae Dlvtslon Mlnortty Scholarship for the

to research and write. A minimum gl1lde point

tion, fees or books.

CONSTRUCTION THE GREATER KANSAS ·

faU 1993 semester an: now being accepted. The

averoge of 3.0 is required, and then: an: some

1993-95 SECOND START SCHOLARSHIP

'Member of the UMR SAME studentchapter.

CITY,MO

scholarship is being offered in an effort to help

limitations in the range of a college major. Other-

(ORvn.lE REDENBACHER'S SCHOLAR.

See Cpt. White, 310 Harris Hall, for details and

The Greater Kansas City, Missouri Scholarship

increase the participation of ethnic minprity col-

wise, the contest is open tofuU-timestudents, from

SHIP)

app lication fonns.

Foundation is offering scholarships to student

lege students in study abroad programs.

high school seniors to college. The scholarship

Thirty SlooO scholarships will be distributed to

Application deadline: April 15, 1993.

pursuing a career in the construction industry.

The scholarship, which is applicable on fall 1993

recipient is honored at the Annual ADM Banquet.

Applications available in the Student Fll\ancial

semester AIFS programs in Austria, Britain,

Formore information on the John P. Eager Scholarship, contact Maureen Heffernan, Manager,

qualified adults for the 1993-94 school year.

Ellatbility criteria:

AMERICAN

Aid Office.

France. Italy , Mexico and Spain, includes tuition,

age 30 or older.

SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY (AESF)

Applications must be postmarked on or before

room and board and round trip air fare.

Chapter Relations at ADM headquarters. 1100

enrolled or planning to enroll in a degree program

OFFERS SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS

March 31 , 1993.

Applications for the scholar.ohip will be accepted

Wayne Avenue, Suite 100, Silver Spring, Mary-

at an accredited college or university.

The AESF is offering seperate scholarships for

from African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans,

land 20910, 301/587-8202 FAX 30t/587-2711.

pursuing part-time or full-time studies on an

university or college undergraduates and gradu-

undergraduate or graduate le.v el .
all applications must be postmarked by May 1,
1993.

ELECTROPLATERS

AND

ASM INTERNATIONAL COSTAL BEND

Native-Americans, Asian-Americans and Pacific

ates .

CHAPTER

Islanders who are currently enrolled as under

An undergraduate student may apply for any aca-

The Costal Bend Chapter of ASM International

graduates.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN MILITARY EN-

demic year when he or she will be ofatleast junior

(American Society for Materials) will award a

Selection of the scholarship winner will be made

GINEERS FORT LEONARD WOOD POST

standing in a chemistry, chemi cal engineering,

S1000 scholarship to second or h1aher year stu-

based on the fulfillment of the program require-

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 1993, OFFERS

environmental engineering. metallurgy ormateri-

dent pursuing a four-year Bachel or of Science

ments. finan ci al need, academic accopmlishment,

$500 SCHOLARSIUP

LARSHIP FUND

als science program where the focus of the cur-

Degree in materials science, metallurgical engi-

demonstrated leadership ability, extTllcurricular

ELIGIBILITY:

This scholarship will be awarded to a student who

riculum is in surface science subjects.

neering. This scholarship will be awarded for the

activities and a written statement by the applicant

·U.S. citizen

has attended UMRforat least one year and who is

A graduate student may be eligible for an AESF

93-94 academic year.

concerning the objectives for wanting to study

·Majoring in engineering or an engineering-re-

from the Rolla , Missouri area (Phelps and adjacent

scholarship award if he or she has completed an

Applications available in the Student Fmancial

abroad.

lated field

ROLLA

-"_-.io--

Heritage

LIONS

CLUB!V ANCE

SHOo

accredited Wldergraduate program in chemistry,

Aid Office.

The College Division of the American Institute

·Previous winners are ineligible

S1000.

chemi cal engineering . environmental engineer-

Deadline for receiving applications is April 1,

For Foreign Study is a nationwide organwtion

·Must be a full-time student during 93-94 school

a mininwnofa3.0gradepointaveragemusthave

ing. metallurgy or materials science and is en-

1993.

that provides comprehensive overseas study and

year

been attained.

rolled in a graduate program leading to a master'

travel programs. Since the company was founded

·Money to be used toward room and board. tui-

applicants must be a full -time student at UMR.

or Ph. d degree. award selections will be based on ,

The Rellred omcers Assodatlon (TROA) Fort

in 1964. over 500,000 students and teachers have

tion, fees, or books

fUl8Jlcial need will be considered.

but not limited to; career interest in surface fll\ish-

Leonard Wood Chapter OlTers Scholanhlp

participated in programs in Europe. Australia,

·Member of the UMR SAME student chapter

other monetary awards or scholarships earned by

ing technologies, scholarshi ps, achievements,

Program ror 1993 In the amount or ssoo

Asia. Mex.ico and Russia.

See. Cpt White, 310 Harris Hall , for details and

the applicant will be considered.

motivation and potential.

Eligibility:

Deadline ror reclp' or all applications l.s April

application forms

Awards are not necessarily based on fmanci al

·Undergraduate or graduate students

15,1993. Application forms and fur1her infonna-

Application Deadline: April 15, 1993

nity extracurricular activi ties will be considered.

need. Applications must be postmarked by April

-Must be military officer or dependent of the

tion may be obtained by writing: Minorit y Schol-

recei

We
arti(

counties). This scholarship is in the amount of

applicant 's participation in universityJ commu·

Fo

--
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WINTER 1993
The final examin ation period will begin Monday
, May 10, 1993, at 7:30 a.m., and
end at 5:30 p.m., Friday , May 14, 1993. Common
finals are schedu led for those
course s listed in section II below. Room assignm
ents for common finals will be
announ ced by the instru ctors.

phaseof his
engineering
hasabache.
al engineer.
in engineer.

The course s not covered in Section s I, II, and
III are to be arrange d by the
instru ctor in cooper ation with the studen ts in
that course .

MR.

I. Evenin g Course Finals are schedu led for the evenin
week. Evenin g course s are those course s beginn g session during final
ing after 5:30 p.m.
II. Common Finals include ALL SECTIO NS.
B Eng 50, 150
B Eng 110
B Eng 120
CSci 73, 228
EE 63
EM 160
Hist 175, 176
Math 8
Math 204
Math 21,21H ,22
ME 208
ME 211
ME 219
ME 240, 242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci 90

cholarship
III.

1m page 2

, !'om,. Study,

Regula r Finals
First Weekly Class
Meetin g Time
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
., Monday
Monday

~ AnoNTRusr

Monday
Wednes day
Friday
Friday
Thursd ay
Tuesda y
Tuesda y
Monday
Thursd ay
Wednes day
Wednes day
Wednes day
Friday
Thursd ay
Tuesda y
Wednes day
Tuesda y

Tuesda y
Tuesda y
Tuesda y
Tuesda y
Tuesda y
Tuesda y

ofmodcm miC1O-

limum15QO.w"
t. Thc CSSlYto~C,

'd

of the field of

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30
11:30
12:30
1:30
2:30

Thursd ay
Monday
Tuesda y
Wednes day
Thursd ay
Friday
Tuesda y
Friday

3:30-5 :30
7:30-9 :30
1:00'-3 :00
10:00-1 2:00
1:00-3 :00
10:00-1 2:00
3: 30'- 5: 30
1 : 00-3:00"

8:05 or 8:30
9:30
10:30
11:05 or 11:30
12:30
1:30 or 2:05

Thursd ay
Monday
Monday
Tuesda y
Friday
Wednes day

10:00-1 2:00
10:00-1 2:00
3:30-5 :30
10:00-1 2:00
3:30-5 :30
3:30-5 :30

" cmen!, rcquim

pa.,rlbestlldCII'
imum. ,racit point
.d lhtre msome

8

Accord ing to the Manual of Inform ation all reques
ts to
becaus e of confli cts or having three or more examin change the final schedu le
ations schedu led on one day
"are to be made in the Regist rar's Office at least
one week before the beginn ing

8CH)Q(O~f)C~~b.)eOCf~i)nCa~1)Qe(x~am)Ci~n)aOt(i~o)n~w)eOe(k~")C(~F)rOi(d~a)YC'~AOP(r~i)1~3~OO)C·~0<~CH)C~OCK

ne&cmaj:lr,OIhtr'

)0<M)~)Q~)CK)~

lim<"'dCIIlS,f1UD

,. Th. sd»\aohip
ualAIlM 8Jnqu<t

Prosser's ATA Taekwondo Club

/ln p.£ag"Sdlol'

f ."",

~WlIgcr,

,ctdqut"" .. II011
~a Sprinl' Ma~'
.xJOI~I1·271 I .

MJUTARV EN·
lDWOOD pOST
M1l9l, oFfERS

'"

Final Exam Time

. P.£ala,I",,'

)usinCSl.

1:00-3 :00
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 : 30
7:30-9 :30
1:00-3 :00
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
1:00-3 :00
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
7:30-9 :30
1:00-3 :00
7:30-9 :30

UMR Student Special: Start now for only $25 a month.

l);lei\dllne fpr ne.xt weeks pap er
For the Missouri Mine r iS~1ie of 417/93, all articles must be
teceiV.....e4 ~ythis
'thtlrsday' by5:00 in room 103 Norwood hall.
.....
"-'

/'

We wOQIa great ly appre ciate some very h1,lmo r ous
artici es bei .g tbat that the 417/93 pape r will be our
annu al AI' eil Fools addit ion.
Manageing Editor
Jeff .L acavich

~

~

__ .2S"""""----------------------------------

Mark Prosser, Instructor
3'" Degree Certified Black Belt
'We start new students everyday. '

AFROTC recognizes Arnold Air Society
AFROTC
SOURCE

Have you ever been walking on
campus and noticed the blue and gold
fourragere (shoulder cord) on an Air
Force student and wondered what it
represented? You possibly asked
yourself. "Did he get that because he is
some 4.00 bookworm?" or. "Maybe he
just had to single-handedly kill someone in battle?" or even. "Possibly he
just found it in his closet and noticed
that it matched his uniform. so he put
it on." I am here to inform you that.
believe it or not. none of the previous
statements are true. "Well. what does
it stand for?"
The blue and gold fourragere . the
rank pin located on the right breast
pocket. and the red/white/blue/£old

ribbon represent that the cadet has
successfully completed a training
program and been inducted into the
Arnold Air society (AAS). "Well.
what is Arnold Air all about?" Arnold
Air is an honorary society aimed at
completing five basic missions. The
five missions are: (1) To aid in the
development of effective Air Force
Officers. (2) To create a closer and
more efficient relationship between
AAS and the Air Force. (3) To further
the purpose. traditions . and concepts
of the US Air Force. (4) To support
aerospace power and its role in. national security. and (5) to advance air
and space-age citizenship. These five
basic missions have various other
goals that develop as part of the mission. Some of these goals are to
strengthen

- Your pride in being part of the
Air Force
- Your respect for authority.
subordinates. and self
- Your sense of both unity and
teamwork
But the AAS does pride itself with
participating in other community and
social events . Some of these events
range from a float trip to a visit to t/le
Cerebral Palsy School on Easter and
Halloween . Other events have been
Alcohol Awareness Briefmgs. POW/
MIA awareness projects. and various
social gatherings.
In conclusion. AAs provides many
areas in which to grow and mature.
But possibly the main desire of the
AAS. on an individual basis. is to aid
the person in his/her desire to become
the most efficient leader he/she can be.

- Discipline and your senses of
duty. honor. and ethics

' 'Ex)
.
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PIZZA PALACE

~~

~
~

Real Italian Pizza
122 W. 8th St.

Open 7 Days a week
11:00"" - 2:00AM"" e;. Set
11:00 AA - -..gIll Sun - lbur

CaD For Deliv~ry
or Take Out

.364-2669' or 364-9878
Salads Sandwiches Pasta
5% Beer on Sunday
SPECIALITIES
Gyros Souvlaki Steak
Greek Salad Soinach pie Baklflva

c/3rd Carl Mullen

UMR SPRING FILM SERIES
APRIL 6 - THE DOUBLE LIFE OF VERONIQUE
IRENE JACOB, PHILIPPE VOLTER. Directed by 'Krzysztof IGeslowski.
R--1991. Radiant newcomer Irene Jacob won the Best Actress Award at
Cannes for her stunning dual portrait of two identical young women. one
Polish and one French , who share a mystical bond they themselves can never
understand. French and Polish with English subtitles.

APRIL 13 - THE HORSE'S l'tJOUTH '
ALEC GUINNESS. Directed by Ronald Neame. PG--1958 . Circumstances
force down-and-out artist~hero Gu\Jey. Jirnson to fight for the' one thing he
really believes in-his art. From the-novel by Joyce Cary.

TUESDAYS 7:00 p.M. MILES AUDITORIUM
i ---------- --":"M O· M-O-NE-Y- M1I"j -M-O-N"E-y": -------------------------- ~~
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DO YOU DO MOST OF
BANKING AT KROGER? ' ,
ARE YOU TIRED OF WAITING IN LINE AT THE UNIVERSfIY CHECK CASHING WINDOW?

(

~) ~$r.
ll-~ W

Uttiotno." ,
""'I~"y

-

I"W«'hunjl)'

I
DO YOU NEED BEER MONEY PAST BANKING HOURS?
- --'
I
:If so, AW.AR.E. has the answer for you. A.W.AR.E. i~ a student interest group working to make your life more convenient.
IWe are investigating the interest of having a network ATM placed on campus. We need your opinions, both sides, before we can take action.
IPlease help us represent your interests by filling out the following survey and dropping it in campus mail.
I(One survey per person please.) Thank you!

Ib.wis<""

Aod"'clt",
lind"'~edc

lu.!beUo·ein

I!ur~·'oiet
!t"!htaUof

~.-.- . -.-.-.-.-.-.-.---.---.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-._._._._._._._._-_._-_._._._._._._._._._._. '-'~'-'-'-'-'---'-'-------'-'---'-1

IPlease circle your choices:
: 1. Which group describes your affiliation with UMR?
I
undergraduate student
graduate student
faculty
staff
no affiliation
12. How many years have you been in Rolla?
11 or more
:
1 2
3 4
5
6
7
8
9 10
13. Where do you currently bank? In state
Out of state
If you bank in Rolla, where? _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_ _ _ _ _-'--_ _ _ __
I
Do you have a check cashing card at a local grocery store? yes
no
15. Do you have an ATM card?, yes
no
If so, what kind?
Cirrus
Bank-mate
Shazam
PCB
Other
I
16_ How often do you use your ATM card?
never
1X/2 weeks
lx/week
2-3x/week
Would you' use a network ATM located on campus if available? yes
no
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

:s
Ie
(5).1987 United Feature Syndicate

1 Type of stew
5 Pay attention
9 Weaken
12 Toward
shelter
13 Wild revelry
14 Fruit drink
15 Sponsor
17 Earth
goddess
18 "L.A. - "
19 Mimics
21 " - and
Stripes"
23 Games
27 Hypothetic al
force
28 "Thelimits"
29 Swiss river
31 Perch
34 Ed.'s concern
35 Excursions
38 Tantalum
symbol
39 Devoured
41 Part of RSVP

42 Sufferer from
Hansen's
disease
44 Greek letter
46 Releases
48 Choice part
51 Fresh-wat er
fish
52 Outfit
53 Fulfill
55 Strips of
leather
59 L.A.
foot bailer
60 Dillseed
62 Medicinal
plant
63 Sp, matron
64 N.Y. ball
players
65 Mother of
Castor and
Pollux

DOWN
1 Circuit
2--[1io de
3 Encountered

36 Cover
37 Indefinite
amount
40 Puzzle
43 Hebrew letter
45 Guido's low
note
47 Endures
48 Sins
49 Falsifier
50 Kind of
cheese
54 Individual
56 Sudsy brew
57 Seed
container
58 Ocean
61 Latin
conjunction

4 Chastises
5 Sharpens
6 Teutonic
deity
7 Urge on
8 Changes
color of
9 Chef and
Caesar
10 Hebrew
month
11 Church
benches
16 Musical
dramas
20 Bogged down
22 - and fro
23 State of
insensibility
24 Expel
25 Niton symbol
26 Capuchin
monkey
30 Widow
32 Roman road
33 Sailors:
colloq.

see Solution s, page 20

Gossip
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

"-'iI
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

little-known fact about President Clinton: She

wuo' t always the domineering single minded
power-hungr y p'ycho-wom an she is now.

from page 12
BEEF JERKY NIGHTMARES ARE TIlE
WORSTII

MelissaOur family is the coolest!! We have to party

together again soonl
The wise man said just raise your hand

And ra.ch out for the 'pen
Fmd out the door to the promised land;

Just belie\'e in yourself.
Hear this voice from deep ~ide

It' , the call of your heart;
Close your eycs and you will find

The way out of the dark.
(from Scorpions' "Send Me an An,el'1

Deena,

ZlAM,

Isn't this: childsplay!1!

YlLS

IllMAKTlW CKI

A loy'l Uoyd fan

o.risty-N-o. risty-

You 11')'1'''' the bestl Thanks foreverythin al

ZLAM.
Kim

lUUEM,

Happy Birthday!

You guys are cool Iii brothers,

Peggy

YBS

Mike,

Beagle and Sarah.

Nat

YLS

Marl<,
Congn.ts on getting the job,
NaL and Sanh

ZETA LOVES IT' S AWESOME PLEDGES:
Amy, lisa, Mary, and Juliell

We have the way coolest family!!

ZlAM,
Otristy

GET PSYCHED FOR GREEK WEEKI

As you wishl

GM:

YBS thinks you are so cool! I

HP

Stacy,
Did we e\'er find En Vogue CD?

OIanc:ellor,

Keep us up to date on your mail!

Janice,

Sarah" Nat

Did you find anymore cool toys in the rush

P. S. Don' t even try to outdo us. It is

el05et?

impc)5sible.

o.risly

Z1am,
YBS

Qui sty,
I know who', microbes you like!

Z1am,
o.risly

people eater

o.i-O

MaryK,

Conarat' on St. Pat' st

Thanks for letting me destroy our room during

Pigeon-toed, under toed flyin& purple Clter.

ZTA

SLPaIS

Who wean; short shorts?

YRM

Friendly pu",le people eater

ZETA LOVES AMY Gil

PEGGY

When's that Stars Wars movie night?

Congratulatio ns USSY and CRISTI

ZETA IS PROUD!!

Wendy, Stacy , Dyan, Mary. Angelika,
Ready for Panama City?!

Jeff,

Natalie
Queen Candidate Fmalists!

lK-

P. S. Why don' t you eat Thutsday breakfast
with us anymore?

anytime you need a blckrub ...

It was a one-cyed, one-homed flyina purple

ZlAM.

Z1am,
M&:P

Glenn &:G",g

your LLS Loves youl

len,
you are an awesome bi, sill!

what do you mean to "'watch out" for boys??

Z1am,
YBS&:YBB S

Love,

T,~,

favor, and don't talk. to Joe!

Heather,

Qua',

HP

Heather,

Do yourself and e\'eryone who loves you a

Stacy&: MaryR,

So, when are we going roller skating?

What a 'iSht \0 sec

~I ~----------------------------

Wendi,

Stop c:orrupc.jn, those iMocent boys!

ZlAM.
C

.,

Wednesday, March 24, 1993
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from page 19
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Dr.
of

. SCIENCE AcnON • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301
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HAVE

B

FR~e:'.OS WHO CARE

OO'1!.-..IUGlfi

.:

PHONE: 364-0066
FORHEL?

215 WEST 8th Sl REET

[l!.JP.;N(i UM' LANNED PREGNANCY

P.O. 60Xe32

FREt PREGNANCY TESTING
NE W FA:;!, Y DETECTION METHOD

i1Ol.L~ . MI$SOUAI6~1

Sapersle
miningc
of Kentu
the Uni
School

UMRC
nounced

Sape.
of gradu;
neeringa
will begi
July L

"Lee,

and aeeo
whose b
skiJh and
him a sUI
said, "J ,

~
Take the Strong Vocational Interest Inventory and
use ~ to help confirm or guide your choice of
major and/or vocation.
Pre-reglster by Friday, AprIl 9
Call 341-4222, or stop by 203 NOIWood Hall
Two consecutive Wednesdays
ATTENDANCE REQUIRED BOTH DAYS

April 14&21
3:30-4:30 pm; 203 NOIWood Hall
Facilitator: Dr. Sam Burton

Sponsored by
Counseling & Career Development
204 NOfWood Hall; 341·4211

